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It is traditional for an annual report to focus on the
year in hand, however this has not been a traditional
year. As I stand down from my role as IIGCC Chair after
seven years as a Board member, and the last three in
this role, I will take this opportunity to reflect on the
progress of the sector and our organisation over this
period leading up to this extraordinary year in which
yet more progress has been made.
I joined IIGCC’s Board in 2013 with a clear goal to
support the delivery that I believed was only possible
through IIGCC, due to its unique relationship and
engagement with members, and its international reach.
The Paris Agreement was a true milestone, as was the
creation of Climate Action 100+ in 2017, of which IIGCC
is a founding partner, and delivery will always be the
essential measure of success, as it has been for my
time as Chair and for IIGCC as a whole.
The path to success is not without obstacles. The U.S.
withdrawal from Paris was a significant setback for the
global transition to a net zero carbon economy. We
have seen commitments be celebrated, but will also
need a clear roadmap of how they will be delivered.
Throughout, IIGCC has focused on real world action
through engagement with its members, companies and
policymakers: building momentum, raising ambition
and driving progress.
As we look ahead to this vital year, we hope that their
46th President will bring the U.S. back into the fold and
we’re seeing increasing numbers of countries commit
to targets supporting the achievement of the goals
of the Paris Agreement. I’ll watch with interest as we
move closer to the most important COP since Paris.
I would like to send my best wishes to all IIGCC members
and extend my sincere thanks to the Board, Stephanie
and the IIGCC team for their commitment. IIGCC’s role
as the investor voice remains as credible today as
seven years ago due to the strength of engagement
and relationship with its members, and the volume of
that voice is only increasing.

Our 2020 focus has combined the twin priorities of
advocating for a sustainable economic recovery from
Covid-19 and driving acceleration of our activities,
engagement and impact as we work with our members
to deliver real world progress towards the net zero
transition.
Against the backdrop of an evolving policy context
as Governments sought to respond to the pandemic,
IIGCC’s Policy team led advocacy efforts to showcase
investor support of economic stimulus that strengthens
climate ambition. Signed by over 190 signatories with
more than €12 trillion in assets under management,
IIGCC’s letter to EU leaders calling for a sustainable
economic response to the pandemic, continues to serve
as a key tool for driving engagement and progress.
Our Corporate team has worked to ensure that
corporates have continued to raise their green ambition
in 2020. Following successful investor engagement
with companies this year coordinated by IIGCC through
Climate Action 100+, an unprecedented 34 major
companies have set a net-zero emissions target, and
we are continuing to engage with these companies
to support implementation.
IIGCC’s Investor Practices team has spearheaded the
development of a Net Zero Investment Framework
designed to provide a comprehensive and systematic
approach to guide investor action towards net zero
portfolios. Working with 70 members with assets under
management totalling over $16 trillion throughout
the development, the framework will be the first-ever
practical blueprint for investors to align their portfolios
with net zero global emissions by 2050. We look
forward to launching this with you in early 2021.
Looking ahead to 2021, a key focus will be COP26 in
Glasgow as we work with our members to advocate for
real progress towards a net zero and resilient future. I
would like to thank Peter for his dedicated support and
service as our outgoing Chair, the Board, our team and
our members, whose commitment and engagement is
essential to our continued growth and success.
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About IIGCC
The Institutional Investors Group on Climate Change (IIGCC), is the European membership body for investor
collaboration on climate change and the voice of investors taking action for a prosperous, low-carbon future.
IIGCC has more than 270 members, mainly pension funds and asset managers, across 16 countries, with
over €35 trillion in assets under management.
Our mission is to mobilise capital for the low-carbon transition and to ensure resilience to the impacts of a
changing climate by collaborating with business, policy makers and fellow investors. IIGCC works to support
and help define the public policies, investment practices and corporate behaviours that address the long-term
risks and opportunities associated with climate change.
For more information visit www.iigcc.org and @iigccnews.

2020 in numbers
38%
growth in
membership

Supported members
engage with

47

companies

29

events held

6

new publications

7

1,900

65K

1.5m

consultation
responses

unique visits to
IIGCC’s website

items of media
coverage on or
referencing IIGCC

audience reach
on Twitter
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Highlights
November*
• Members hear from high-level speakers including Christiana Figueres,
former Executive Secretary of the UN Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC) and the CEO of Mærsk among others
during IIGCC’s AGM.

December
• Over 40 investors with €6 trillion in assets through IIGCC call on EU
leaders to pass a net zero emissions target into European law as a
matter of urgency. President of the European Commission Ursula von
der Leyen references the importance of the intervention in media
interviews and EU leaders approve a net zero target.
• The UN Secretary-General signposts record-breaking investor
backing behind the IIGCC coordinated Global Investor Statement
to Governments on Climate Change to heads of state during COP25
climate conference.
• IIGCC and the Danish government launch a new Climate Investment
Coalition, an important new initiative which seeks to scale up and
internationalise green investments by 2030.

Investor support of the Global Investor
Statement to Governments on Climate
Change is profiled by the Financial Times.

January
• Dr. Fatih Birol, Executive Director of the International Energy Agency
(IEA) joins an IIGCC member event on scenario analysis and delivery
of the Paris Agreement.

February
• BP announces an ambition to become a net zero company by 2050
or sooner. This is a direct outcome of investor engagement through
Climate Action 100+ led by IIGCC and members.

March

IIGCC ensures the investor perspective on
BP's announcement is clear in reporting in
the BBC and other outlets.

• IIGCC welcomes EU climate leadership as it announces a climate law
proposal to embed the 2050 carbon neutrality target into legislation.

April
• Following extensive engagement through Climate Action 100+, led
by IIGCC and members, Shell announces a commitment to achieve
net zero emissions.

May
• In partnership with other investor networks, IIGCC makes clear the
importance of ensuring a sustainable economic response to the
Covid-19 pandemic to governments globally.
• All European oil and gas majors are all now working to net zero
ambition, as the result of investor engagement by IIGCC members.
• IIGCC launches new guidance for investors on the topic of physical
climate change risks.

Comment from IIGCC's CEO Stephanie
Pfeifer in response to the postponement of
COP26 is featured in The Times.
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June
• Through IIGCC, over 150 global investors with €12 trillion in assets
call on EU leaders to deliver a sustainable economic recovery from
the pandemic.
• Working with 2 Degrees Investing Initiative, IIGCC highlights misalignment of major auto companies with the goals of the Paris Agreement
and shares investor expectations to inform engagement with the
sector.

July
• IIGCC's event at London Climate Action Week covers the role of
investors in ensuring a sustainable economic recovery to the Covid19 pandemic that contributes to the net zero transition. Over 250
participants hear from leading global investors and economists,
Danish and UK climate diplomats, and the head of the IEA.

The findings of IIGCC's report with 2
Degrees Investing Initiative is profiled by
Reuters.

August
• IIGCC launches the first-ever framework for net zero investing,
developed with over 70 members with over $16 trillion in assets. This
is a key development for the sector, answering the fundamental and
urgent question of what a Paris-aligned portfolio actually looks like,
while maximising contributions to real-world decarbonisation.

September
• IIGCC plays a leading role in launching the Climate Action 100+
Net–Zero Company Benchmark. This will help standardise what
constitutes a ‘net zero aligned’ business strategy. This moment is
also used to call on 161 global companies to commit to net zero.
• With members, IIGCC calls on EU leaders to commit to an emissions reduction target of ‘no less than 55%’ by 2030 and ensures
investor support of ambitious energy and climate policies is clear to
policymakers.

IIGCC's Net Zero Investment Framework is
profiled by the Financial Times.

October
• IIGCC joins other climate finance bodies in calling on the UK Prime
Minister for the issuance of the UK’s first green bond. The Chancellor
a month later delivers on this ask.
• Through IIGCC, 38 investors with $9 trillion in assets call on leading
European companies to ensure climate change is reflected in ‘Parisaligned’ financial reporting.

IIGCC's work highlighting the importance
of 'Paris-aligned' accounts is profiled in
Handlesblatt.

* Highlights cover the period November 2019 through to November 2020, reflecting IIGCC’s annual reporting cycle.
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Investor practices
IIGCC’s Investor Practices programme helps members and the broader
investment sector better integrate climate risks and opportunities into
their investment processes and decision-making.
Supporting members to become net zero
investors
Investors have a fundamental role to play in ensuring we achieve the
goals of the Paris Agreement and limit temperature rises to no more
than 1.5°C. However, the investment sector has lacked a common
understanding and systematic approach to guide the ambitious action
required, to help align investment portfolios with net zero emissions.
In response to this, IIGCC has worked with 70 members representing
more than $16 trillion in assets under management to develop a draft
Net Zero Investment Framework. The Framework provides the first-ever
practical blueprint for investors to achieve net zero emissions globally
by 2050 and will be launched in early 2021.
The final Net Zero Investment Framework will have been informed by over
90 consultation responses and feedback from over 700 stakeholders
from the investment community who provided feedback on the draft
Framework during IIGCC events and webinars.
Expert modelling on the impact of the Framework across performance
of real-world portfolios collectively valued at $1.3 trillion shows positive
outcomes, and will further support the application of the Framework by
investors. The final results will be published in early 2021.

IIGCC's Net Zero Investment Framework attracts
significant interest on social media.

IIGCC’s Net Zero Investment Framework is profiled
by Bloomberg.

The collaborative approach taken for the development of the Framework,
including working with asset managers and asset owners, has successfully established a common understanding of the approach required
and put in place guidance of significant value to the sector as a whole.
Over the coming year, the Net Zero Investment Framework will be
further developed to cover additional asset classes (infrastructure and
private equity) and incorporate adaptation and resilience goals of the
Paris Agreement. Further analysis will be carried out to understand how
investment in climate solutions should be scaled in line with net zero
trajectories, with the aim to increase capabilities of investors to identify
and purchase related investment opportunities. Technical aspects such
as those relating to emissions accounting and the use of offsets will
also be explored further.
IIGCC will be working with members to support adoption and implementation of the Framework throughout 2021, providing a platform for
asset owners and managers to demonstrate sector leadership ahead
of COP26.

Reuters profile IIGCC’s Net Zero Investment
Framework.
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Enabling investors to act on physical risks of
climate change
The assessment and reporting of the physical risks of climate change
hasn’t received the attention it deserves, despite the recognition of it
being a highly significant risk to portfolios. IIGCC guidance published this
year, developed with Acclimatise and Chronos Sustainability, addresses
this by providing investors with practical tools to get started on assessing
and managing climate-related physical risks and opportunities.
IIGCC’s report ‘Addressing Physical Climate Risks: Key Steps for Asset
Owners and Asset Managers’ outlines five key steps for investors to take
when starting to identify, assess, monitor and manage physical climate
risk. This is complemented by more detailed guidance ‘Understanding
physical climate risks and opportunities’ which brings together case
studies, frameworks and resources for investors who are first approaching
the assessment of physical risk.
The process to develop the guidance, as well as the guidance itself, is
supporting investors to:

Understanding
physical climate risks
and opportunities

IIGCC’s guidance developed with Chronos
Sustainability and Acclimatise helps investors to act
on physical climate-related risks.

• Take practical steps to identify, assess and manage climate-related
physical risks across their portfolios, through the approaches covered
in the guidance.
• Identify ways to invest in solutions that support greater resilience to
climate change as well protecting investments from physical-climate
related risks. Both approaches are key to strengthening broader
societal adaptation to climate change.
• Draw on additional available tools and data sources in identifying and
assessing specific risks, and opportunities, across different asset classes.
Acting on physical risk and creating resilience will help investors as
they aim to protect portfolios and strengthen returns, and support communities and the economy to adapt to climate change. In 2021, IIGCC
will be developing investor expectations on physical climate risk, to
inform engagement with companies on more effective measurement,
management and disclosure.

IIGCC’s Chair, Peter Damgaard Jensen, gives a
keynote speech at the Climate Investment Summit
(a CIC event) with distinguished speakers.

Driving investor commitments for the net zero transition
IIGCC is a founding partner behind the Climate Investment Coalition (CIC), which aims to mobilise financial
commitments from institutional investors towards green projects and climate solutions from now until 2030. A
substantial scaling up of global investments in clean energy and climate solutions by this date is key to meeting
the goals of the Paris Agreement, while also helping pandemic-affected economies recover in a sustainable
and resilient way.
By joining CIC, IIGCC members can build on the ambition shown by Danish pension funds, which as part of
the initiative in 2019 committed an additional $50 billion of investment into green solutions by 2030. CIC also
aims to address some of the barriers investors may face when making greater commitments in this space. This
is achieved by sharing experiences in categorising and measuring green investments through the initiative, as
well as exploring different investment opportunities.
With IIGCC’s Chair Peter Damgaard Jensen helping to lead the coalition, this year there has seen growing interest
in CIC’s work. In November 2020, the Danish pension industry announced that $8 billion has been invested in
the green transition since Danish pension funds made their initial commitment in 2019. These investments far
exceed earlier predictions. In 2021, IIGCC will work with members in building on these commitments, helping
to create a global momentum for green investments ahead of COP26.
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Policy
IIGCC’s Policy Programme helps shape sustainable finance and climate
policy, and regulation for key sectors of the economy.
Calling on governments to deliver a sustainable
economic response from the pandemic
The economic response to the global downturn in response to Covid-19
has the potential to help bolster or slow action to address climate
change and has significant ramifications for investors. In response,
IIGCC has led policymaker focused advocacy efforts during the year to
showcase investor support of longer-term economic stimulus spending
that focusses on green industries and infrastructure, avoids further
carbon lock-in and strengthens climate ambition.
IIGCC’s letter with partners to EU leaders calling for a sustainable economic response to the pandemic, carries the support of over 190 investor
signatories with more than €12 trillion in assets under management,
reflecting the importance of the issue for investors to policymakers. This
statement continues to serve as a key tool for engagement, supporting
EU leaders’ discussions at EU Council meetings focused on the shape
of the recovery package, and with EU Parliament negotiation teams
ahead of important budgetary discussions on the same.

IIGCC’s letter to EU leaders is profiled by the
Financial Times.

At the global level, IIGCC’s collaboration with global investor networks on an additional statement to global governments calling for a
sustainable recovery to the pandemic has also been used as tool for
engagement with policymakers attending key global events, including
G20 and other ministerial meetings.
As a result, related policy recommendations that support the investor
perspective are clear and informative to policymakers and the recommendations set out have received positive feedback from governments
and stakeholders. We will ratchet up this work in 2021, focusing on
the economic response to the pandemic as part of our advocacy and
engagement work including at COP26.

Influencing the EU’s climate targets

IIGCC’s call to policymakers on the EU’s 2030
climate targets is profiled in Les Echos.

IIGCC report:
Ambitious EU 2030 action
essential for achieving
net zero emissions

The adoption and delivery of net zero emissions targets is a key aspect
of necessary action required to ensure greenhouse gas emissions fall
significantly each year. As part of achieving this goal, investors support
the urgent adoption of bold long- and medium-term emissions reduction
targets.
IIGCC’s call to action on EU leaders this year highlights investor support
for stronger EU 2030 climate targets in line with net zero emissions by
2050, including an EU greenhouse gas emissions reduction target of at
least 55% and clarity on the net zero transition pathway for each sector.
This is in addition to calls for increased policymaker and investor dialogue
to ensure investment needs for the European Green Deal are met.

IIGCC’s report sets out policy recommendations for
policymakers on the necessary increase in the EU’s
2030 climate targets.
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This call to action followed IIGCC’s letter sent in December 2019 to EU
leaders which showcased investor support for the proposed EU net
zero emissions target. Carrying the support of over 40 investors, with
€6 trillion in assets, the letter called on leaders to approve the target
at the December 2019 European Council meeting. At the meeting, EU
leaders endorsed the climate neutrality target for 2050 – albeit with
an opt-out for Poland. The impact of IIGCC’s letter was made clear, with
Commission President Ursula von der Leyen drawing attention to it on
German television.
Next year we will continue to underscore the importance of bold climate
ambition and ensuring delivery on the EU’s 2050 net target and its
proposed 2030 target. This will include ensuring ambitious energy and
climate policies including an enhanced EU ETS, and advocating for clarity
from policymakers on the net zero transition pathway for each sector.

European Commission President Ursula von der
Leyen referenced IIGCC's 2050 target member letter
on Germany's leading news programme Heute.

Ensuring a strong investor voice at COP25
Investor voices at the UNFCCC Conference of Parties (COP) are both
calling for greater ambition and showcasing private finance actions
which tackle climate change. This is essential in building confidence that
the capital required for the low carbon transition is available. Finance
continues to be a key concern at COP events and is therefore a challenge
in negotiations for many countries as they consider how and when to
revise their domestic emissions reduction pledges.
IIGCC ensured a strong investor presence at COP25 hosted in Madrid
in December 2019, leading an extensive programme of events, bilateral
meetings with government delegates, and media work, in order to both
showcase investor action on climate change and set out the policy
frameworks that are required to scale this up.
Each year, IIGCC coordinates a Global Investor Statement to Governments
on Climate Change with our partners, setting out the policy signals that
investors need if they are to channel greater levels of capital into the
net zero emissions transition. At COP25, IIGCC led on the launch of
the final iteration of the statement, which carries the support of 631
investors managing over $37 trillion in assets, providing a powerful call
on governments to act on the policy asks contained in the statement.
As a reflection of its impact, this record-breaking call on governments
was recognised twice publicly by the UN Secretary-General over the
course of the COP.
Ahead of COP26 we will revise these policy asks contained in the
statement and support our members in undertaking more detailed
advocacy with key jurisdictions on specific policies, including carbon
pricing, TCFD implementation and decarbonisation pathways for individual economic sectors.

The final Global Investor Statement to Governments
on Climate Change, led by IIGCC, is profiled by
UNFCCC.

IIGCC's event with The Investor Agenda at COP25.
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Corporate
IIGCC’s Corporate programme is focused on listed equity and corporate
bonds. It supports members in effective stewardship and active ownership of
investments.
Securing net zero commitments through Climate
Action 100+
The number of investors supporting Climate Action 100+ – of which
IIGCC is a founding partner – has now grown to over 500, responsible
for investments worth $50 trillion. The milestone demonstrates the
strength of investor support for accelerated corporate action on climate
change. In the past 12 months we have continued to achieve substantial
progress. An unprecedented 34 of the 46 companies IIGCC coordinates
engagement with through the initiative have now set a net zero goal.
This includes all the leading European oil and gas companies (Shell, BP,
Equinor, Total and Repsol), materials companies (LafargeHolcim and
ArcelorMittal, respectively the largest cement and steel companies
in the world), and other companies in hard to decarbonise sectors
like Volvo Trucks, which in November set a goal to achieve net zero
emissions by 2040.
Our focus is now increasingly turning to the quality of company plans to
deliver net zero commitments. The new ‘Climate Action 100+ Net-Zero
Company Benchmark’, for which the Transition Pathway Initiative is the
key data partner, will be instrumental in helping bring greater clarity to
this topic. Members can expect IIGCC to share the initial analysis from
this important initiative as we head into 2021.

IIGCC members, engaged in Climate Action 100+,
push Shell to commit to net zero emissions by 2050.

IIGCC Background Paper

Accelerating the transition
to zero emissions in the
power sector

Launching a net zero sector accelerator
workstream
As we work with members in engaging companies on their plans to
achieve net zero emissions, we are increasingly confronted with the
reality that for this to be achieved unprecedented coordination is going
to be required across sectors and value chains. This is especially pronounced when considering the significance of scope 3 emissions. The
2020 World Energy Outlook estimates that over $2.2 trillion will need to
be invested in the power sector alone every year by 2030 to achieve
net zero emissions by 2050. This is more than double the highest level
of annual investment ever seen in upstream oil and gas.

IIGCC’s report sets out a decarbonisation roadmap
for utility and power producing companies and was
showcased at the UNFCCC's Race to Zero Dialogues.

IIGCC has therefore started a new workstream to identify strategic
interventions on a technology by technology basis, to support investors
and companies in finding new ways to contribute in helping accelerate
the transition and inform investor engagement. Members can expect
research and roundtables covering the power sector, steel, trucks, CCS
and nature based solutions heading into 2021.
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Calling on companies to reflect the impacts of
climate change in financial accounts
Companies are not taking decarbonisation or the physical impacts of
climate change into account as they draw up their financial statements.
In order to shift capital flows towards activities aligned with the Paris
Agreement, material climate impacts must be fully reflected in company
accounts.
Working to drive change on this issue, IIGCC’s guide ‘Investor
Expectations for Paris-aligned accounts’ sets out the steps companies
need to take to ensure they properly reflect the implications of global
commitments to limit temperature increases to well below 2°C, and
ideally to 1.5°C in their financial statements. It also outlines expectations
for auditors to call out where accounts are ignoring material climate
risks and when accounts are not ‘Paris-aligned’.
Given the significance of the issue, 38 IIGCC members representing
over $9.3 trillion in assets under management, also wrote through IIGCC
to 36 of Europe’s largest companies, highlighting the importance of
ensuring they publish Paris-aligned accounts.

The Climate Action 100+ benchmark which IIGCC
played a leading role in developing is profiled by the
Financial Times.

Investor Expectations for
Paris-aligned Accounts
November 2020

As a result, investor expectations for preparing ‘Paris-aligned’ company
accounts are clearer to companies and auditors. Building on this engagement work, IIGCC will be reviewing the letter responses and coordinating
an engagement workstream with the companies in partnership with
Sarasin & Partners.

Engagement strategy – a new governance model
for the corporate programme
2020 also saw the IIGCC Corporate programme governance model
expand and shift to respond to the growing body of work being undertaken in the programme. The programme is now structured into three
pillars of work covering sector strategy, stewardship best practices
and engagement implementation. The role of the new advisory group,
made up of 14 investors participating in the programme, is to provide
direction on the evolution of each pillar of the programme and particularly
the engagement strategy for Climate Action 100+ engagements. We
welcome Adam Matthews of Church of England Pension Board as
Co-Chair of the programme alongside Stephanie Maier of HSBC GAM.
Bruce Duguid of Federated Hermes and Helen Wildsmith of CCLA
continue to lead the escalation strategy while Adam together with John
Howchin of the AP Ethical Council will lead the sector strategy work.

IIGCC’s report calls on Europe’s largest companies
to address missing climate change costs in financial
accounts.

IIGCC’s call to action on companies to disclose the
impact of climate change in financial statements is
covered by Bloomberg.
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Collaborations
& partnerships
IIGCC plays a key role in the
delivery of global investor initiatives
and collaborates closely with other
investor networks.

Climate
Action

Global Investors Driving Business Transition

Climate
Action

Climate Action 100+ is a five-year initiative led
by investors to engage over 160 companies
across the global economy that have significant
Global
Investors Driving Business
Transition
opportunities
to drive
the clean energy
transition and help achieve the goals of the
Paris Agreement. IIGCC is a founding investor
network of the initiative, sits on the global
steering committee, enables engagement with
companies across Europe, and helps shapes
global strategy with other partners.

During 2020 in this role we have:
• Played a leading role in the development of
a Climate Action 100+ Net Zero Benchmark
which provides comprehensive analysis on
which companies are leading the transition to
net zero emissions.
• Called on 161 of the biggest greenhouse
emitters to accelerate emissions reductions
in achieving net zero emissions.
• Helped ensure all major European oil and
gas companies are now working to net zero
emission commitments.
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The Investor Agenda has been developed
by IIGCC and six other leading investor
organisations to support the global investor
community in accelerating, and scaling up
the actions that are critical to tackling climate
change, in achieving the goals of the Paris
Agreement.

During 2020 in this role we have:
• Led on the delivery of the final Global
Investor Statement to Governments on
Climate Change at COP25, ensuring strong
investor backing behind the statement
which carries the support of 631 institutional
investors managing more than $37 trillion in
assets.
• Led on the development and delivery of the
Global Investor Statement to Governments
on a sustainable recovery from the Covid-19
pandemic.
• Led on the development and delivery of
a global statement calling on the United
States to re-join the Paris Agreement and
all signatories to the Paris Agreement to fulfil
their obligations and step up their climate
ambition.
• Delivered a key event at the UNFCCC Race
to Zero Finance Day involving a panel
discussion with six c-Suite global investor
representatives from Australia, Brazil,
Copenhagen, China, India and the U.S.

IIGCC is a founding partner of the Climate
Investment Coalition (CIC), a global public
private partnership aiming to mobilise ambitious
green financial investments, to be invested
by 2030. CIC works closely with institutional
investors to attract finance for climate-related
projects across geographies, share best practice
business and finance models, and works with
governments to share and scale best practice
framework conditions. In this role it is working to
mobilise growing investments from an initial $50
billion commitment by Danish pension funds
towards green investments made at Climate
Action Summit in September 2019.

During 2020 in this role we have:
• Played a key role in delivery of the Climate
Investment Summit in partnership with
World Climate Foundation, attended by
C-suite decision makers. The two-day virtual
conference showcased green investment
strategies, global best practice in business
and the framework conditions required to
accelerate green investments to achieve
global climate goals.
• With IIGCC's support, CIC successfully
continued to promote high-level publicprivate engagement, facilitating private sector
engagement at the Nordic Prime Minister’s
Meeting (N8) which resulted in a declaration
from Nordic leaders to back efforts to
mobilise private investments to accelerate
climate action and green recovery. At the
Climate Investment Summit 2020, Finance
Denmark announced their commitment to
reduce by 75% CO2 emissions below the
world equity index (MSCI ACWI) in 2020,
by 2030, from investment funds offered to
Danish citizens. In addition, the one-year
tracking of the 2019 Danish pension fund
commitment which reported $3 billion more
invested in 2020 than predicted, was also
announced.
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Priorities for
2021

We look forward to working
with members on the
following areas next year.

Cross-organisational

Policy

Leading progress towards a net zero and
climate resilient investment sector

Ensure investor support of ambitious
climate change policy and a sustainable
response to the pandemic is clear to
policy makers

• Supporting members in committing to achieve
net zero aligned investor portfolios and rolling
out the Net Zero Investment Framework so
they can deliver on this goal. This will build
out approaches to address physical risk and
integrate climate resilience, in addition to
climate positive investment.

Championing the investor climate change
agenda through to COP26
• Working with members to inform policy
dialogue and build momentum behind investor
led climate action in the run up before the UN
COP26 climate conference.

Supporting ‘real-economy’ net zero alignment
• Bringing investors together with the companies
in which they invest, across value chains
and hard-to-abate sectors, to collaboratively
identify sector action plans to address barriers
to delivery of net zero emissions. This will
be supported by policy engagement on the
importance and practical implementation of net
zero emission targets across EU member state
and UK economies.

Strengthening the sustainable finance
agenda
• Ensuring member perspectives are helping
advance, inform and strengthen the
development of sustainable finance policy and
its implementation across Europe.

Driving Paris-aligned net zero business
strategies
• As a founding investor network behind Climate
Action 100+, we will build on agenda setting
investor engagement work and important
progress achieved to date, in securing
meaningful net zero business strategies from
the world’s largest emitting companies.

• Lead global advocacy to ensure the
policy asks of investors are clear to
governments across the world, building
ambition in the run-up to COP26 and
supporting full implementation of the
Paris Agreement.
• Drive advocacy efforts to ensure the
economic response to the pandemic
focuses on supporting green industries
and green infrastructure, avoiding further
carbon lock-in and increasing climate
ambition.

Contribute to the EU’s 2030 energy
and sustainable finance packages
• Engage with EU policymakers to
influence the level of ambition in the
EU’s 2030 climate and energy package,
advocating for at least a 55% reduction
in greenhouse gas emissions by 2030
and enhanced policies to achieve these
including a strengthened EU Emissions
Trading System.
• Shape EU discussions on sustainable
finance issues of high priority to investors,
including the EU’s Renewed Sustainable
Finance Strategy, disclosure requirements,
and the sustainable taxonomy to ensure
the investor perspective on these
discussions is understood.

Ratchet engagement on UK green
finance and real economy policy
• Engage with UK policymakers on the
detailed implementation of the UK’s 2050
net-zero emissions target, green finance
agenda and changes to domestic policy
in light of Brexit.
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Investor practices

Corporate

Enhancing the Net Zero Investment
Framework

Net Zero Accelerator sector strategies

• IIGCC’s Paris Aligned Investment
Initiative (PAII) will deliver a strengthened
and more comprehensive Net Zero
Investment Framework (NZIF) in 2021.
• Asset owners and asset managers will be
equipped with an enhanced toolbox of
actions and methodologies covering six
asset classes that can be used to align
portfolios, funds, and other investment
vehicles towards global net zero
emissions by 2050.

Mobilising investor action towards net
zero
• In the lead up to COP26, IIGCC will
provide a platform for ambitious asset
owners and asset managers to commit to
achieving net zero and provide support
and guidance through the work of the PAII
to enable effective implementation of net
zero investment strategies.
• Through the Climate Investment Coalition,
IIGCC will support investors to increase
investment in climate solutions and green
projects in line with the recommendations
of the NZIF.

Equipping investors to address climaterelated physical risks to their portfolio
and increase the resilience of their
investments
• Building on its 2020 guide on
‘Understanding Physical Risks’, IIGCC will
provide an off-the-shelf tool for investors
to engage with companies to address
physical climate risk to their corporate
assets.
• The PAII will consider how investors can
align to the adaptation and resilience
goals of the Paris Agreement and include
methodologies and recommendations
across the Net Zero Investment
Framework to support investor action on
resilience.

• Identify strategic technologies and
actions to accelerate the net zero
transition across key sectors and value
chains. Work to cover the oil & gas, steel,
power & utility, autos, trucks and shipping
sectors.
• Develop a technology roadmap to
guide future IIGCC sector action plans
workstream with a focus on those sectors
with the highest carbon intensity and
technological maturity.
• In synch with IIGCC’s Climate Action
100+ investor network role, deliver
sector specific decarbonisation research
papers and inform work on sector
decarbonisation standards for sectors
where most relevant.

Establish new best practice
stewardship strategy
• Develop a framework to support
members in the development of their
proxy voting policies. This work will
commence with the development of
principles for ‘climate-aligned voting’.
• Support implementation of stewardship
approaches through ‘strategy toolbox’
guidance, to aide investors in best
practice engagement (as opposed to
standalone company strategy).

Advancing corporate engagement
• Through IIGCC’s role as an investor
network delivering Climate Action 100+,
we will focus on ensuring all European
target companies set net zero objectives
and set out detail on transition plans.
• We will also launch a new workstream
to assess and support alignment of the
banking sector with the goals of the Paris
Agreement.
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IIGCC staff and board
Staff

Stephanie Pfeifer
CEO

Adam Rose
Senior Corporate
Governance Specialist

Charlotte Jones
Senior Development
and Operations
Manager

Daisy Streatfeild
Programme Director

Danielle Boyd
Investor Practices
Programme Manager

Emelia Holdaway
Programme Director

Jose Lazuen
Sector decarbonisation
specialist

Lewis Ashworth
Corporate Programme
Manager

Lucia Graham Wood
Corporate Programme
Manager

Nathalie Bergere
Operations and
Finance Manager

Oliver Grayer
Project Director

Rachel Ward
Programme Director
(on maternity leave)

Rosemary McLeod
Policy and
Communications
Manager

Sarah Whybrow
Director of
Communications

Tom Fern
Head of
Communications

Chair:
Peter Damgaard
Jensen

Vice Chair:
Grégoire Haenni
Chief Investment
Officer,
Caisse de prévoyance
de l'Etat de Genève

Treasurer:
Ian Simm
Founder and Chief
Executive,
IMPAX Asset
Management

Erik Kleväng Callert
Group Chief
Investment Officer,
Nordea Group

Jelle van der Giessen
Chief Investment
Officer,
NN Group

Roelfien Kuijpers
Head of Responsible
Investments and
Head of Global Client
Group for Ireland,
Scandinavia and UK,
DWS

Karlijn van Lierop
Director for
Responsible
Investment
and Member of
Management Fiduciary
Advice,
MN

Adam Matthews
Director of Ethics and
Engagement, Church
of England Pensions
Board

Udo Riese
Global Head of Risk
and Monitoring,
Allianz Investment
Management SE

Helena Viñes Fiestas
Global Head of
Stewardship and
Policy, Deputy Global
Head of Sustainability,
Sustainability Centre,
BNP Paribas Asset
Management

Board for 2020
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Membership
Investor members
a. s. r. Asset Management
Aberdeen Standard Investments
ACTIAM NV
Admiral Group Plc
Aegon NL
Aeon Investments Limited
AEW
Allianz Global Investors
Allianz Investment Management
Ambienta Sgr S.p.A.
Amundi Asset Management
Anaxis Asset Management
AP Moller Capital
AP Pension
AP1 – Första AP-fonden
AP2 – Andra AP-fonden
AP3 – Tredje AP-fonden
AP4 – Fjarde AP-fonden
AP7 – Sjunde AP-fonden
APG Asset Management
Arisaig Partners (Asia) PTE Ltd
Arvella Investments
Asper Investment Management
Atlas Infrastructure
ATP
AustralianSuper
Aviva Investors
Avon Pension Fund
AXA Investment Managers
Baillie Gifford & Co
Barclays Bank UK Retirement Fund
BBC Pension Trust
Bedfordshire Pension Fund
BlackRock
BMO Global Asset Management (EMEA)
BNP Paribas Asset Management
Border to Coast Pensions Partnership
Brunel Pension Partnership
BT Pension Scheme
Bundespensionskasse AG
BUPA Finance Plc
Caisse des Dépôts
CalPERS
Candriam Luxembourg, s.c.a
Capital Dynamics
CBRE Global Investors
CCLA Investment Management
Central Finance Board of the Methodist
Church
Church Commissioners for England
Church Investors Group (Joint Member)
Church of England Pensions Board
Church of Sweden

Cornwall Pension Fund
CPEG – Caisse de prévoyance de l’État
de Genève
CUT POWER AG
Danske Bank
Devon County Council
Dorval Asset Management
Dragon Capital Group
DWS
E.I. Sturdza Strategic Management
Limited
Earth Capital Ltd
East Capital Group
East Sussex Pension Fund
EdenTree Investment Management
Elo Mutual Pension Insurance Company
Environment Agency Pension Fund
ERAFP
Falkirk Council Pension Fund
Fidelity International
Fonditel Pensiones EGFP
Fonds de réserve pour les retraites –
FRR
Franklin Templeton
Fulcrum Asset Management
FullCycle Management LLC
GAM Investments
Generation Investment Management
Glennmont Partners
Goldman Sachs Asset Management
International
Greater Manchester Pension Fund
Guardian Media Group PLC
Gulf International Bank (UK) Limited
Handelsbanken AB Publ
Hartree Partners
Hermes Investment Management
Horizon Capital LLP
HSBC Bank Pension Trust
HSBC Global Asset Management
IFM Investors
Impax Asset Management
Industriens Pension
Insight Investment
Invesco UK Limited
Janus Henderson Investors
Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust
JP Morgan Asset Management
Jupiter Asset Management
KBI Global Investors
Kempen Capital Management
Kent County Council Pension Fund
Keva

70

new members
this year

270+
members
in total

16

countries
represented

€35
trillion
in assets
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Kuvari Partners
La Banque Postale
Laegernes Pension
Lankelly Chase Foundation
Lazard Asset Management
Lærernes Pension
Legal & General Investment
Management
LGPS Central
LGT Capital Partners
Lime Rock New Energy
Lloyds Banking Group Pensions Trustee
Limited
Local Pensions Partnership
Investment Ltd
Lombard Odier
London Borough of Islington Pension
Fund
London Borough of Newham Pension
Fund
London Pensions Fund Authority
M&G Investments
Macquarie Infrastructure and Real
Assets
Maj Invest Equity
McInroy & Wood Ltd
Mercer Global Investments Europe
Merian Global Investors UK
Merseyside Pension Fund
MISTRA
MN
MP Investment Management
MPC Renewable Energies
National Grid UK Pension Scheme
NEST
Newton Investment Management
NextEnergy Capital
Ninety One
NN Group
Nordea Investment Funds
Northern Ireland Local Government
Officers’ Superannuation Committee
Northern Trust Asset Management
Nykredit
OFI Asset Management
Öhman
Oldfield Partners LLP
Ostrum Asset Management
OU Endowment Management
P+, Pensionskassen for Akademikere
Paedagogernes Pension (PBU)
Palatine Private Equity
PenSam
Pension Fund Swiss Re
Pension Protection Fund
PensionDanmark
Pensionskasse der UBS

Pensionskasse Schaffhausen PKSH
(Pension Fund Schaffhausen)
PFA Pension
PGGM
Phoenix Group
Pictet Asset Management
PIMCO LLC
PKA
Quaero Capital
RAM Active Investments SA
Rathbone Brothers Plc
Rathbone Greenbank Investments
Robeco
Royal London Asset Management
RPMI Railpen
Ruffer
Russell Investments
Sampension
Santander Asset Management
Sarasin & Partners
Scottish Widows, part of Lloyds Banking
Group
SEB Investment Management
South Yorkshire Pensions Authority
St John’s College Cambridge
Stafford Capital Partners
Storebrand Asset Management
Strathclyde Pension Fund
Swedbank Robur
Swiss Life Asset Managers
Sycomore Asset Management
T. Rowe Price International Ltd
Tabula Investment Management
TCI Fund Management Limited
Tellus Mater Foundation
The Highland Council Pension Fund
The National Trust for Places of
Historic or Natural Beauty
TPT Retirement Solutions
Triodos Investment Management
UBS Asset Management
Union Investment Institutional GmbH
Universities Superannuation Scheme
University of Cambridge
University of Cambridge colleges*
Univest Company
V-Square Quantitative Management
Velliv
Wellington Management LLC
Wermuth Asset Management
West Midlands Pension Fund
West Yorkshire Pension Fund
WHEB Group
Willis Towers Watson
Winston Churchill Memorial Trust
Witan Investment Trust plc
Zouk Capital
* Each of the 27 colleges of University of
Cambridge are members of IIGCC.

Associate members
CDC Group PLC
EBRD
FTSE Russell
Linklaters LLP
Moody’s Investor Service
MSCI ESG Research (UK) Limited
Ortec Finance
Redington Limited

Supporting partners
CPP Investments
Norges Bank Investment Management

Church Investors Group
joint members
(all less than £1bn AUM)

Archbishops’ Council
Baptist Union of Great Britain
Barrow Cadbury Trust
BMS World Mission
Charles Plater Trust
Christian Aid
Church in Wales
Church of Scotland Investors Trust
CIG South Africa
Diocese of Hexham and Newcastle
Diocese of Salford
Diocese of Shrewsbury
Diocese of Westminster
Friends Provident Foundation
Jesuits in Britain
Lutheran Council of Great Britain
Order of Preachers
Panahpur
Polden-Puckham Charitable Foundation
Religious Society of Friends
Representative Church Body of the
Church of Ireland
Roman Catholic Diocese of Plymouth
Roman Catholic Diocese of Portsmouth
Scottish Episcopal Church
Servite Friars
Trustees of the Methodist Church in
Ireland
United Reformed Church Ministers
Pension Fund
United Reformed Church South
Western Synod
United Reformed Church Trust
United Reformed Church Wessex Synod
William Leech Charitable Trust
We’d like to welcome new members
highlighted in bold that have joined
over the past year.
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External supporters
IIGCC’s work is predominately funded by members.
However we would like to thank the following
foundations and organisations who kindly made
contributions to IIGCC’s activity in 2020.

Ceres
Ceres is transforming the economy to build a
sustainable future for people and the planet.

Climate Investment Coalition
The Climate Investment Coalition aims to
accelerate climate-related investments to
kickstart post-COVID-19 economies with
sustainable and green agendas and meet the
goals of the Paris Agreement.

ClimateWorks Foundation
ClimateWorks is a global platform for
philanthropy to innovate and accelerate climate
solutions that scale.

European Climate Foundation
The ECF is dedicated to responding to the
global climate crisis by creating a net-zero
greenhouse gas emissions society.

Environmental Defense Fund
The Environmental Defense Fund or EDF is a
solutions oriented non-profit environmental
advocacy group.
IIGCC has additional funders who decide to remain
anonymous.
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Pennine Place
2a Charing Cross Road
Charing Cross
London WC2H 0HF

info@iigcc.org
twitter @iigccnews
www.iigcc.org

